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Combined molecular dynamics–direct simulation Monte Carlo
computational study of laser ablation plume evolution
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A two-stage computational model of evolution of a plume generated by laser ablation of an organic
solid is proposed and developed. The first stage of the laser ablation, which involves laser coupling
to the target and ejection of molecules and clusters, is described by the molecular dynamics~MD!
method. The second stage of a long-term expansion of the ejected plume is modeled by the direct
simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! method. The presence of clusters, which comprise a major part of
the overall plume at laser fluences above the ablation threshold, presents the main computational
challenge in the development of the combined model. An extremely low proportion of large-sized
clusters hinders both the statistical estimation of their characteristics from the results of the MD
model and the following representation of each cluster size as a separate species, as required in the
conventional DSMC. A number of analytical models are proposed and verified for the statistical
distributions of translational and internal energies of monomers and clusters as well as for the
distribution of the cluster sizes, required for the information transfer from the MD to the DSMC
parts of the model. The developed model is applied to simulate the expansion of the ablation plume
ejected in the stress-confinement irradiation regime. The presence of the directly ejected clusters
drastically changes the evolution of the plume as compared to the desorption regime. A
one-dimensional self-similar flow in the direction normal to the ablated surface is developed within
the entire plume at the MD stage. A self-similar two-dimensional flow of monomers forms in the
major part of the plume by about 40 ns, while its counterpart for large clusters forms much later,
leading to the plume sharpening effect. The expansion of the entire plume becomes self-similar by
about 500 ns, when interparticle interactions vanish. The velocity distribution of particles cannot be
characterized by a single translational temperature; rather, it is characterized by a spatially and
direction dependent statistical scatter about the flow velocity. The cluster size dependence of the
internal temperature is mainly defined by the size dependence of the unimolecular dissociation
energy of a cluster. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1494129#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser ablation of organic solids is a complex physi
phenomenon, which involves a wide range of diverse p
cesses, from molecular excitation to generation of press
wave in the target and a collective expulsion of molecu
and clusters into an ambient background. A clear understa
ing of the physics defining the plume expansion is of fun
mental importance in such applications of laser ablation
thin films deposition and mass spectrometry. Quality of
deposited films in pulsed laser deposition1,2 and quality of
mass spectra in matrix assisted laser desorption ionizatio3,4

are critically dependent on the velocity distributions of t
ejected species and their spatial distributions in the plum

The laser ablation community had long adopted a th
mal desorption model in which laser irradiation results in
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layer-by-layer evaporation of molecules from the target s
face. The following expansion of the vapor cloud has be
treated either by means of analytical models5,6

numerically,7,8 or in simulation.9–11 Several experimental ef
fects were explained, including strong forward peaking
the angular distribution in the plume6 and spatial segregatio
of light and heavy particles in the case of a binary targe12

The presence of submicro-13 and even micron-sized14 par-
ticles in the plume cannot be explained, however, in
framework of the thermal desorption model.15 Moreover, the
actual speed of the expansion front is a factor of 2–3 fa
than that predicted for typical vaporization temperatures.8

Molecular dynamics~MD! simulations of laser ablation
in organic solids16 performed with the breathing spher
model17 have provided some insights into the physic
mechanisms responsible for material disintegration and e
tion in laser ablation. In particular, the MD simulations ha
identified two distinct irradiation regimes. In thedesorption
regime, realized at low laser fluences, the abovementio
thermal desorption model is a reasonable approximation
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the ablation regime, when the fluence exceeds the so-ca
ablation threshold, collective processes such as explo
boiling and hydrodynamic motion occur in the surface reg
and the thermal desorption model is no longer valid. T
composition of the ejected plume changes dramatically at
ablation threshold. A massive material disintegration and
moval characteristic of the ablation regime results in
ejection of molecular clusters, which constitute a signific
part of the plume. Although the breathing sphere model p
vided a wealth of information on the parameters of t
ejected plume, it is computationally limited in both size
the simulated system~up to a hundred of nanometers! and
time ~up to a nanosecond! and it cannot address the furth
development of the expanding plume.

As soon as the local Knudsen number in the abla
plume becomes high enough to provide the rarified con
tions, the long-term plume evolution can be modeled us
one of the methods of the rarified gas dynamics~RGD!. The
results of the MD simulations suggest that in the case
short, 15–150 ps, laser pulses and strongly absorbing m
ces, the rarified conditions are established by the time
about one nanosecond after the irradiation. Following Bird18

the RGD techniques can be roughly divided into two grou
‘‘mathematical’’ and ‘‘physical.’’ The mathematical method
are based on the analytical or numerical solution of a gi
~almost invariably Boltzmann! equation, which itself is de-
rived using physical approximations. The physical metho
are based directly on the simulation of the physics of the
flow and do not depend on a mathematical model. Since
presence of clusters and cluster reactions~e.g., condensation
evaporation! in the ablation plume make even the derivati
of the mathematical equations a challenging task, in
computational model we adopt one of the most powe
physical methods: direct simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC!.

In this work, we present a combined MD - DSMC mod
and apply it to the analysis the evolution of the plume ejec
in the ablation regime. The results of a large-scale MD sim
lation obtained by the end of 1 ns are used as an input f
DSMC simulation of the following plume expansion. Th
next section discusses the DSMC method and a propo
method for the information transfer from the MD breathi
sphere model to the DSMC model. The third section
scribes the results of the application of the combined mo
to the simulation of the plume expansion into a vacuum.

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

In this section, the implementation of the DSMC meth
in the proposed hybrid model is outlined~subsection A!, a
proposed statistical procedure of the information trans
from MD model to the DSMC model is explained in deta
~subsection B!, a concurrent problem of characterization
the interparticle interaction is discussed~subsection C!, and a
computational setup pertinent to a chosen set of initial c
ditions is described~subsection D!.

A. General issues associated with the DSMC
modeling of the ablation plume expansion

The DSMC method, developed by Bird for rarefied g
dynamics, has become a standard technique for the sim
Downloaded 12 Aug 2002 to 128.118.169.107. Redistribution subject to 
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tion of wide class of particle interaction processes, includ
rarefied gas dynamics,19 plasma,20 laser-ablated metal plum
development,11 magnet cluster growth.21 It has been found to
be well suited for treating reaction systems with nonequil
rium distributions, coupled gas dynamics and reaction
fects, and emission and absorption of radiation.22

In order to adopt results of a MD simulation as an inp
for a DSMC calculation, we have to characterize both
statistical distribution of the MD output~e.g., spatial mono-
mer and cluster distributions, translational and internal
ergy distributions! and possible reactions between the mon
mers, clusters and/or the background gas. In the conventi
DSMC description, clusters of each size constitute a sepa
species. In the ablation regime, the range of cluster sizes
extend up to tens of nanometers~tens of thousands o
molecules!.15 The presence of clusters makes it difficult
directly apply the DSMC method as the second stage of
suggested hybrid model due to the following obstacles.

~1! A very large number of species~i.e., clusters of each
size! and extremely low fraction of large clusters do n
permit direct representation of all clusters in a cell.

~2! The cell size, defined by the local mean free path at
end of the MD stage~possibly as small as 20 nm!, is
comparable to the size of the largest clusters~up to 15
nm!. This condition violates the DSMC assumptio
about point-sized particles.

~3! The standard DSMC procedure of selection of collisi
pairs may be either ineffective or incorrect if there is
very large mass variation in a cell.18

The use of different weight factors, i.e., the numbers
real particles that are represented by each simulation part
for monomers and clusters could resolve the first obsta
This approach, however, is not recommended becaus
problems with the energy and momentum conservation ca
ing random walks.18 Boyd’s scheme23 permits exact linear
momentum conservation in the case of a two-species
mixture, but the proposed technique for approximate ene
conservation may also cause random walks and is not
rectly applicable for a multispecies mixture. Moreover,
application of this approach to simulations withtens of thou-
sandsspecies is computationally prohibited due to unacce
able memory storage requirements and a very long com
tational time.

An approach that we adopt in this work is to represen
statistical sample of clusters in a cell rather than clusters
each size. The computational requirements and restrict
for the proposed modification of the DSMC are not know
The quantities of interest in DSMC are usually sample s
tistics calculated and stored on the level of a cell, e.g., fl
velocity or translational temperature. The robustness or
gree of error of a statistic when the distribution from whi
the statistic is drawn is unknown is the subject of the
called Bootstrapping procedure.24 In this procedure, an esti
mate of the distribution of the sample statistic is construc
based on the data of the sample being analyzed, usuall
repeatedly random resampling from the initial sample, a
recalculating the statistic in order to produce a statistical d
tribution. The requirements for the sample size and for
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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resampling number, well known in Bootstrapping, can
used as guidelines for the number of simulation clusters
cell and the number of runs for the ensemble averaging in
DSMC procedure. The known constraints on the Bootstr
ping procedure are a minimum sample size of eight to
and a minimum number of resamplings for the estimation
statistical moments of 40–50.25 More rigorous criteria and
restrictions are currently under study and the results will
published elsewhere.

Alexanderet al.26 have developed a general impleme
tation of the DSMC for dense systems, where the part
size is comparable to that of a cell. This method, howev
involves an assessment of the geometric factors with res
to the number density and is not directly applicable to
multispecies problem. In the present work, we overcame
second obstacle by subdividing relatively large cells in
small subcells. Collision pairs in this case are chosen fr
the same subcell.18

The third obstacle is overcome by the introduction o
special technique for choosing collision pairs.18 Species are
divided into collisional groups and each pair of collision
groups is assigned its own maximum product of the cro
section and the relative speed, thus eliminating the selec
problem at the cost of slightly increased overall compu
tional time.

B. The MD model and statistical estimation of its
results

In this section we briefly review the basic features of t
breathing sphere model developed for MD simulation of
ser ablation of organic solids and discuss the means of
tistical characterization of its results. Complete details of
breathing sphere model are given in Ref. 17. The model
sumes that each molecule~or appropriate group of atoms!
can be represented by a single particle. The paramete
interparticle interaction are chosen to reproduce the pro
ties of an organic material, in this case a molecular solid
order to simulate molecular excitation by photon absorpt
and vibrational relaxation of the excited molecules, an ad
tional internal degree of freedom is attributed to each m
ecule. This internal degree of freedom, or breathing mode
realized by allowing the particles to change their sizes. T
parameters of a potential function ascribed to the inter
motion can be used to change the characteristic frequenc
the breathing mode and to affect the coupling between in
nal and translational molecular motions. In effect one c
control the rate of the conversion of internal energy of
molecules excited by the laser to the translational and in
nal motion of the other molecules.

The laser irradiation is simulated by vibrational excit
tion of molecules that are randomly chosen during the la
pulse duration within the penetration depth appropriate fo
given wavelength. Vibrational excitation is modeled by d
positing a quantum of energy equal to the photon energy
the kinetic energy of internal motion of a given molecule

Since in this model each molecule is represented b
single particle and explicit atomic vibrations are not fo
lowed, the system size and the time-step in the numer
integration of the equations of motion can be large enoug
Downloaded 12 Aug 2002 to 128.118.169.107. Redistribution subject to 
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reproduce the collective dynamics leading to laser abla
and damage on the time of up to few nanoseconds.

The system chosen to model the laser ablation is a
lecular solid or matrix used in matrix-assisted laser deso
tion ionization ~MALDI ! mass spectrometry experiment
The parameters of the intermolecular potential are chose
represent the van der Waals interaction in a molecular s
with the cohesive energy of 0.6 eV, elastic bulk modulus
;5 GPa, and density of 1.2 g/cm3. A mass of 100 Dalton is
attributed to each molecule. For the simulation performed
this work a computational cell of dimensions 40310390 nm
~253 808 molecules! is used. Periodic boundary conditions
the directions parallel to the surface are imposed. These
ditions simulate the situation in which the laser spot diame
is large compared to the penetration depth so that the eff
of the edges of the laser beam are neglected.

As was mentioned in the previous subsection, the res
of the MD simulation of laser ablation are to provide th
initial conditions for the DSMC simulation of the plume ex
pansion. The proposed scheme of the information tran
involves analytical description of the spatial monomer a
cluster distributions as well as the translational and inter
energy distributions on the basis of the MD results, and s
sequent sampling from these distributions to fill the ce
with simulation particles in the DSMC model. For the prop
sampling we have to make sure that the distributions
mutually independent; otherwise, we must characterize s
dependences. Since the MD breathing sphere model im
ments periodic boundary conditions in the direction para
to the surface, we reduce the spatial dependence of the
tistical distributions to the dependence on height above
surface. To facilitate the estimations in the region of und
populated clusters~in a typical output of the breathing sphe
calculations there are only about one hundred of clus
larger than pentamers!, we propose to divide clusters large
than pentamers into two groups. The first group conta
clusters of six to nine molecules and the second group c
tains clusters of 10 molecules and larger. Note that the e
mation stage could be omitted and the simulation partic
could be directly sampled from the MD output if clusters
each size were well represented in the MD output. Below
outline the estimation procedure for a typical run of t
breathing sphere model. The simulation conditions, wh
are typical for the ablation stress confinement regime,16 are a
laser fluence of 61 J/m2, a penetration depth of 50 nm and
pulse duration of 15 ps.

1. Velocity distributions

Our previous analysis15,16,27 has shown that for each
cluster size and location, the velocity distribution can be
scribed in terms of the Maxwell distribution with the axi
flow velocity component being linearly proportional to th
height ~z! above the surface

f ~vx ,vy ,vz!}expF2
m~vz2amz!21m~vx

21vy
2!

2kBT~z!
G , ~1!

wheref is the distribution function,T(z) is the local transla-
tional temperature,m is the mass of the particle,vx , vy , and
vz are velocity components,am is a constant, andkB is the
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Boltzmann constant. It is important to stress that the slo
am of the corresponding linear regression lines are eq
within the possible statistical uncertainty for all clusters a
monomers.15 Precise examination shows, however, that
spreads in the radial and axial local velocity components
not always statistically equal within the entire plume.

Figure 1 shows the spatial dependence of the varianc
radial and axial velocity components of monomers alo
with 90% confidence limits. It follows from the figure tha
only the lower half of the monomer flow can be charact
ized by Eq.~1!. The velocity distribution of monomers in th
upper part of the flow can be approximated by the ellipti
distribution instead.10 Most of the clusters spatially overla
the lower part of the monomers,15 and the cluster transla
tional temperatures do not differ significantly from that
the monomers at the same height. Thus, the velocity di
butions for clusters are completely characterized by
height above the surface and translational temperatur
monomers at that height, while the velocity distribution
monomers is defined by the height above the surface
generally two-component velocity variance, implying the s
called elliptical Boltzmann distribution10

f ~vx ,vy ,vz!}expH 2
m@vz2u~z!#2

2kBTz~z!
2

m@vx
21vy

2#

2kBTxy~z! J ,

~2!

whereTz andTxy are the so-called perpendicular and para
‘‘temperatures,’’ andu is a flow velocity.

2. Internal energy distributions

No significant dependence of the internal energy onz for
each cluster size is noteworthy.15 Since the statistical uncer
tainty in estimation of the translational temperature of cl
ters is on the order of 100%, we cannot conclude whether
translational and internal temperatures are statistically in
pendent. By virtue of our hypothesis about translational eq
librium for these clusters at a given height, however, a
because of the strong dependence of translational temp
ture of monomers ofz while the internal energy is indepen
dent onz, we may assume such independence. The phys

FIG. 1. Axial and radial velocity variances of monomers measured in t
perature units at the end of the breathing sphere model calculation~1 ns after
the laser pulse!. Error bars correspond to 90% confidence interval.
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reason for this independence is that at a time of 1 ns
clusters do not reach overall equilibrium, most probably b
cause of a small number of inelastic collisions per cluste9

Significant scatter in the internal energy of clusters o
given size15 implies statistical characterization of the intern
energy. It is well known28 that the internal energyEint of a
molecule/cluster withn internal degrees of freedom has
Gamma distribution at equilibrium:

f ~Eint!5
1

GS n

2D •kBTint

S Eint

kBTint
D n/2 21

expS 2
Eint

kBTint
D , ~3!

whereG is the Gamma function andTint is the internal tem-
perature of the clusters. The internal energy of a cluste
MD was estimated from the kinetic energy of translation
molecular motion in the center of mass frame of referenc15

assuming that a cluster of sizeN has 3 rotational, 3N26
kinetic vibrational and 3N26 potential vibrational degree
of freedom~dimers have two rotational, one kinetic vibra
tional, and one potential vibrational degrees of freedom! and
using the equipartition theorem. Therefore, for the MD es
mations,n53N23, while in the following sampling for the
DSMC calculations,n54 for dimers andn56N29 for
larger clusters. The MD data show good agreement with
theoretical prediction@Eq. ~3!#. As an example, Fig. 2 depict
the distribution of internal energy of tetramers calculated
described earlier on the basis of MD results. Note, that
parameterTint in Eq. ~3! depends on the cluster size.15

3. Cluster size distributions

If a cluster belongs to either of the two cluster group
the random cluster size must be statistically characterize
addition to the estimations described above. For the fi
group~clusters of six to nine molecules! we used the power-
law distribution15

f ~N!}N2d, ~4!

whered is the power-law exponent. No significant correl
tion between cluster size and its location is noteworthy
this group. Larger clusters, however, exhibit strong corre

-
FIG. 2. Distribution of the internal energy of tetramers at the end of
breathing sphere model calculation. The squares represent the MD dat
solid line represents analytic fit to Eq.~3!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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tion between their size and height above the surface.15,29This
correlation may be reduced to a linear regression model

Figure 3~a! shows the relation between the height abo
the surface and the cluster size for clusters larger t
decamers in semilogarithmic scale. The two clusters sho
by triangles are most likely outliners, i.e., they do not belo
to the main population.30 The corresponding linear regre
sion line is built on the basis of the remaining clusters, wh
are shown by circles. Figure 3~b! shows a normal probability
plot of the residuals. It is seen that a fairly large portion
the data are close to the straight line, leading to the con
sion that the normal distribution is a reasonable approxim
tion for the residuals. Therefore,

f @ log~N!uz#}
1

s
expH 2

@ log~N!2m•z1b#2

2s2 J ,

N>10, ~5!

wherem and b are the estimated slope and intercept of
linear regression line, respectively, ands is the estimated
standard deviation of the residuals, implying a conditio
lognormal distribution of the cluster size for a given heig
above the surface. The unconditional, i.e., the overall s
distribution for large clusters can be derived by integration
the conditional one by the height-dependent spatial num
density of large clusters and following normalization.

FIG. 3. Spatial distribution of clusters larger than decamers at the end o
breathing sphere model calculation~a! and a corresponding normal plot o
the residuals of the linear regression model~b!.
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The lognormal distribution model has been successfu
applied for fitting data on cluster size in bot
experiments31–33 and Monte Carlo simulations34 of the clus-
ter aggregation process. The experimental and simula
conditions were spatially uniform. Theoretically, the logno
mal distribution emerges as the asymptotic solution to
Smoluchowski equation of cluster growth under spatia
uniform conditions.35 Recalling that in the MD output, al
clusters at each height above the surface have the same t
lational temperature and axial flow velocity, we may rega
the corresponding conditions for cluster reactions as be
uniform for a given height. On the other hand, the process
initial cluster formation in the stress-confined regime can
related to a ductile spallation.16 Baker et al.36 have shown
that the latter process results in a piecewise lognormal
tribution, i.e., the mass distributions, for example, of, lar
and small ejected fragments are both lognormal but w
different parameters. In the MD simulations we find that t
clusters of different masses are located at different heig
above the surface@Fig. 3~a!#. Thus, the suggested condition
lognormal distribution of cluster size at a given height@Eq.
~5!# can result from cluster reaction processes and/or fr
the initial spallation.

To fill a cell in DSMC with simulation clusters large
than pentamers, the number of simulation clusters of e
cluster group in the cell is calculated as a product of
corresponding number density, the cell volume, and
weight factor. The cluster size is the assigned in accorda
with the cluster size distribution within the group@Eq. ~4! or
~5!#.

The spatial number densities were estimated separa
for monomers, dimers, trimers, tetramers, pentamers, and
two cluster groups. Figure 4 visualizes the estimated num
densities as functions of the height above the surface.

he

FIG. 4. Estimated number densities of particles in the plume at the en
the breathing sphere model calculation. The solid line represents monom
the dotted line represents dimers, the dashed line represents trimers
squares represent tetramers, the circles represent pentamers, the stars
sent clusters of six to nine molecules, and the diamonds represent clust
ten molecules and larger.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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C. Modeling of particle interactions and calculation of
the reaction cross sections
1. Particle interactions

Besides the initial and boundary conditions, a variety
possible cluster interactions should be addressed in
DSMC procedure. In general, the interactions may inclu
but not limited to the following reactions:37

~1! Simple elastic collision or simple exchange collisio
~i.e., with possible exchange of molecules between the
liding clusters!. Simple collisions and simple exchange co
lisions are indistinguishable from the Monte Carlo point
view.

Ai1Aj→Ai 1 j* →Ai1Aj ;

~2! Stripping or rearrangement collision (i 1 j 5k1 l )

Ai1Aj→Ai 1 j* →Ak1Al ;

~3! Fragmentation collision (i 1 j 5k1 l 1m1...)

Ai1Aj→Ai 1 j* →Ak1Al1Am1...;

~4! Sticking collision

Ai1Aj→Ai 1 j* ;

~5! Thermal decomposition or evaporation of a sm
~monomer, dimer, etc.! cluster

Ai→Ai 2 j1Aj .

Note that sticking as formation of the collision complexAi 1 j*
inevitably presents in all types of collisions.

Venkateshet al.38 have shown that the rates of clust
reactions are sensitive to the type of interatomic poten
used in the simulation as well as to the parameterization
the potential. This implies that we cannot directly employ t
data available in literature for a variety of interatom
potentials37–43to our system, where the intermolecular inte
action is described by a modified Morse potential.17 How-
ever, thecommon tendencieslisted below can be imple
mented for the modeling of cluster reactions.

~1! For all cluster reactions, their cross sections can be
proximated by hard sphere geometric cross sections.
approximation quality is better for larger cluster sizes

~2! The lifetime of a collision complexAi 1 j* has an expo-
nential distribution with the rate described by the Ric
Ramsperger–Kassel~RRK! theory.44

~3! The main channels for monomer–cluster reactions
simple or simple exchange collisions and sticking, t
former channel diminishes at a cluster size above 8–

~4! A large enough cluster cannot be broken in a collisio
i.e., there exists a critical cluster sizei * such that if at
least one of the colliding clusters has the size equa
larger thani * , the collision can only be either simpl
elastic or sticking.45

~5! The larger the cluster size, the likelier its collision wi
another cluster or monomer is a sticking collision.

Our breathing sphere model MD simulation study
cluster collisions is currently in progress, and the followi
assumptions on the cluster reactions adopted in the DS
model are based on the literature results summarized ea
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and on our initial MD results. We assume that cluster–clus
collisions are elastic ones if both colliding clusters are co
posed of less than ten molecules and are sticking collisi
otherwise. By ‘‘sticking collision’’ we mean a collision
whose collision complex does not disintegrate within t
DSMC time step. Cluster–monomer collisions are elas
collisions if the cluster is smaller than decamer, and
sticking collisions otherwise. A collision complex has th
same physical properties as clusters. A monomer can ev
rate from a cluster with the rate of monomer evaporat
described by RRK theory. A collision between a particle a
the surface of the ablated target is always a sticking collisi

Since the contribution of small clusters to the total yie
is low in the output of the MD model~clusters of two to nine
molecules in size constitute about 8.5% of the overall m
of the plume46!, we believe that our relatively rough approx
mations will not affect significantly the distributions o
monomers, large clusters, and the overall plume density.

2. Calculation of the reaction rates

Since we model elastic or sticking interactions betwe
particles as hard sphere collisions, the equivalent hard sp
cross sections must be assessed. For monomers, the eq
lent cross section can be evaluated from the interac
potential.18 To this end, the dependence of the impact para
eter~b! on the deflection angle~x! is numerically calculated
for various velocities and fitted to such dependence of
hard sphere collision

b~x!52r 1 cos~x/2!, ~6!

wherer 1 is the equivalent hard sphere diameter. The aver
equivalent radius is 3.45 Å, while the deviation range in t
considered relative velocity range~100–400 m/s! is within
5%.

For clusters, the hard sphere equivalent radiir hs are cal-
culated based on the cluster radius of gyrationr gyr

34,37

r hs5A 5
2r gyr1r 1 . ~7!

For dimers through pentamers we use the tabulated rad
gyration to calculate the equivalent hard sphere radii.
larger clusters we use interpolation between the radii of
ration of a pentamer and the bulk material~density of 1.2
g/cm3 and molecular mass of 100 Dalton17! to evaluate the
equivalent radius34 of a cluster ofN molecules

r hs~N!52~N1/3
•3.20810.779!1r 1 , @Å #. ~8!

The rate of monomer evaporation from a cluster ofN
molecules with internal energyEN is calculated according to
the classical RRK theory44

gN5n0gNFEN2D~N!

EN
GnN

, ~9!

where n051012 s21 is the typical molecular vibrationa
frequency,16 nN is the number of available vibrational de
grees of freedom,nN51 for dimers andnN53N26 for
larger clusters,gN is the number of surface molecules an
D(N) is the molecular evaporation energy. For small clu
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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ters, we define the number of surface molecules for the m
stable configuration, and for large clusters we use the follo
ing approximation:47

gN5~36p!1/3~N1/321!2. ~10!

For dimers through pentamers we compute the unimolec
evaporation energyD(N) by subtracting the binding energ
of the daughter cluster from that of the mother one at z
temperature, whereas for larger clusters we calculateD(N)
by the following formula:

D~N!50.620.73@N2/32~N21!2/3#, @eV#, ~11!

which interpolates between the values for a pentamer
bulk material. The corresponding elastic energy release~Ek!
shared between the monomer and the daughter clust
modeled by the Engelking theory, which has been found
be suitable for relatively low internal energies.48 In this
theory, the distribution function of the kinetic energy relea
Ek is given by

P~E;Ek!5~n22!~n23!Ek

~E2Ek2D !n24

~E2D !n22
, ~12!

where E, n, and D are the internal energy, the number
degrees of freedom and the evaporation energy of the mo
cluster, respectively.

D. Computational setup

In this study, we choose a simple case of a flat spa
laser profile with a fluence of 61 J/m2, penetration depth 50
nm, and a pulse duration of 15 ps, which makes it possibl
use the results of a single MD simulation16 performed for a
surface area of 40310 nm2 as a uniform input for the DSMC
simulation of the plume ejected from the whole laser s
with a radius of 10mm.46

The advantage of the axial symmetry of a proble
which has often been taken in DSMC simulations of la
desorption,10,11 is that it allows us to reduce the number
independent geometric coordinates to just two~radius and
height!. The corresponding reduction in cell number resu
in a significant saving of the computational time a
memory. Note that the particle motion remains fully thre
dimensional. In our DSMC simulations the cylindrical vo
ume surrounding the plume above the laser-ablated surfa
divided in both radial and axial directions into annular ce
and filled with simulation particles. The estimated numb
density of monomers to pentamers is sufficiently high to r
resent these types of particles in each cell, therefore,
simulation particles in each cell represent monomers, dim
trimers, tetramers, pentamers, and the proposed rando
sampled clusters from each of the two groups of larger c
ters~see Sec. II B!. We use the novel no-time-counter varia
of the DSMC, which has several advantages over the tr
tional time counter DSMC method.18

The weight factorW, i.e., the number of real particle
represented by a simulation particle, is assessed on the
of the requirements to the minimum representation of p
ticles in a cell~Sec. II A!. We adopt a minimum number o
eight random-sized simulation clusters in a cell for clust
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from each group and a minimum number of 50 runs of
code for the ensemble averaging. The corresponding we
factor W also guarantees the required minimum represe
tion of monomers to pentamers. To fill a cell with simulatio
particles, the number of simulation particles of each spec
in the cell is calculated as a product of the correspond
number density, the cell volume, and the weight factor. Th
for each species that belongs to one of the two clus
groups, the particle mass is assigned in accordance with
cluster size distribution within the group. The velocity an
internal energy for each particle are sampled from the co
sponding estimated distributions, and the particle position
chosen at random within the cell. For monomers and w
represented clusters~dimers through pentamers! the proce-
dure is the same except for the random mass. Other spe
details of the simulation setup are outlined below.

The initial cell size is 50 nm in the axial direction an
250 nm in the radial direction; each cell is divided into 1
subcells to fulfill the constraints on the mean free path a
the particle size~see Sec. II A!. To increase the efficiency o
the algorithm, the cell structure is changed two times dur
the simulation. The total number of particles is 4.5 millio
and the weight factor is 4 000. To address the selection p
lem ~see Sec. II A!, the particles are divided into the follow
ing four samplinggroups~not to confuse with the two cluste
groups!: ~i! monomers to decamers,~ii ! clusters of 11 to 100
molecules in size,~iii ! clusters of 101 to 1000 molecules i
size and~iv! clusters large than 1000 molecules in size. T
maximum product of cross section and relative velocity
assigned to each pair of groups and is updated during
calculations. Our simulations stopped at a time of 500
when the collision frequency approaches zero. The res
obtained are discussed in the next section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results of the DSMC sim
lation of the ablation plume expansion for the initial cond
tions provided by a large-scale MD simulation as describ
earlier. The results on the time evolution of the ablati
plume in terms of the density profiles and velocity distrib
tions for both monomers and large clusters~subsections A
and B!, distribution of internal energy of large clusters~sub-
section C!, and integral plume characteristics~subsection D!
are presented and discussed.

A. Time evolution of the plume

The time evolution of the density of monomers is vis
alized in Fig. 5. It is observed that the initially cylindrical ga
cloud changes its shape and becomes more elliptical w
time. A splitting of the spatial distribution of the monome
is visible in the distributions plotted for times of 100 and 3
ns. This effect is attributed to the time delay between stick
and evaporation reactions among large clusters
monomers.46 For times of 100 and 300 ns, the shapes
molecular clouds are geometrically similar. The density p
files become similar when each flow velocity component
comes self-similar; i.e., a linear dependence on the co
sponding coordinate is established. While for the ax
component such dependence has been developed by th
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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of the MD simulations, during the first nanosecond of t
ablation process, the formation of a self-similar flow in t
radial direction requires much longer time. We can estim
this time6 by dividing the radius of the laser spot~10 mm! by
the average speed of sound~about 250 m/s!, which gives 40
ns.

The development of a radial flow for monomers
shown in Fig. 6. At time 2 ns, the maximum flow veloci
~920 m/s! is slightly lower than four times the average spe
of sound, as predicted by Kelly for unsteady adiaba
expansion.6 At time 20 ns a further increase of the radi
front speed is visible. This increase can be attributed
monomer evaporation from large and relatively hot cluste
in accordance with the dynamic source model of Chenet al.8

The self-similar flow establishes at the estimated time~about
40 ns!, while a few minor convexities of the curve can b
attributed to the monomer evaporation from large clust
~see below!.

The time evolution of the overall plume density~Fig. 7!
is somewhat different from that of monomers. Although de
sity plots at times 100 and 300 ns appear to be simila
shape, they are not geometrically similar. The image ex

FIG. 5. Time evolution of spatial number density of monomers. The do
contour lines correspond to 2% of the maximum density. The aspect ra
the same in all plots.

FIG. 6. Time development of radial flow of monomers. The horizontal a
is a radial distanceR from the plume axis, divided by the maximum later
extensionRmax of monomers at the corresponding time.
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sion along the axial coordinate is larger than that along
radial coordinate, which results in a sharpening of the d
sity pattern. This phenomenon has been observed experim
tally in laser ablation of large analyte molecules embedd
into a matrix of small molecules in MALDI.49 Since large
clusters make a major contribution to the total yield~clusters
larger than decamers constitute more than 65% of the plu
mass46!, they are responsible for the characteristic dens
shapes~see, Fig. 7!.

While the pressure gradient governs the formation of
self-similar expansion of the monomers, the main drivi
force for the flow formation in the case of large clusters
collisions with monomers and light clusters.49 The time
needed for formation of a self-similar flow of large cluste
can be, therefore, much greater than the 40 ns required
the monomers. Figure 8 visualizes the evolution of rad
flow velocity of large clusters. The maximum flow velocit
increases from 40 m/s at 2 ns up to 260 m/s at 300 ns.
pronounced concavity, which causes nonsimilar density p
tern ~see Fig. 7! is clearly visible for times up to 300 ns.

d
is

s

FIG. 7. Time evolution of plume density. The dotted contour lines cor
spond to 5% of the maximum density. The aspect ratio is the same in
plots.

FIG. 8. Time development of radial flow of clusters larger than 50 m
ecules in size. The horizontal axis is a radial distanceR from the plume axis,
divided by the maximum lateral extensionRmax of these clusters at the
corresponding time.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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In multispecies self-similar expansion, the different sp
cies develop a similar flow velocity6,50 if the number of col-
lisions between the particles is sufficiently high, or the d
tance traveled by particles in a free flight stage of expans
is high relative to the range of interparticle distances at
previous, collisional expansion stage. The self-similar flo
formed in the axial direction at the MD stage is characteriz
by the same flow velocities of different particles at the sa
height,15 which can be attributed to the collective charac
of the ablation process driven by the relaxation of the las
induced pressure16 as well as a large number of the collision
within the initial dense vapor cloud. Figure 9 shows the flo
of different particles in the lateral direction at 500 ns. F
dimers, light clusters, and large clusters, the flow dep
dences on the radius are very close to the same linear de
dence, which can be attributed to high distances traveled
particles in a free flight, since the collision probability b
comes low at a time of about 100 ns. The overall flow v
locity of monomers is somewhat higher. This observat
can be attributed to the contribution of the monomers, wh
are continuously evaporating from large hot clusters.

Let us illustrate this thesis by the following example.
the local mean free path for a monomer isl and an evapo-
rated monomer has traveled a small distancedL during
which l is approximately constant, then the probabilityPdL

that the monomer has not collided while traveling is given

PdL5expS 2
dL

l D . ~13!

The probabilityPL of a monomer having a free flight whil
traveling an arbitrary distanceL is then given by

PL5expF2E
L

dL

l~L !G . ~14!

Figure 10 shows the calculated probability of a free flig
throughout the plume of an evaporated monomer versus
location of the mother cluster. The curves are shown for
inward and outward velocity directions of the evapora
monomer at 100 ns; for monomers evaporated in the inw

FIG. 9. Flow of different particles in the lateral direction at 500 ns. T
pentagrams represent clusters of 11 molecules and larger, the squares
sent clusters of three to nine molecules, the circles represent dimers
stars represent monomers, and the straight line represents monomers l
higher than the main population of large clusters.
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direction only the distance traveled to the axis is accoun
for, the increase of the estimated mean free path due to
following plume expansion is disregarded. The axial loc
tions of the mother clusters were considered at heig
20–60mm where the monomer density is high at this tim
~see Fig. 5!.

It is clearly seen from Fig. 10 that the monomers evap
rated in the outward direction have much larger probabi
to fly freely across the plume. Since the plume aspect rati
high ~see Fig. 7!, the probability of a free flight of a mono
mer evaporated in the direction parallel to the axis is close
zero. Therefore, the outward direction is ‘‘preferable’’ for th
evaporated monomers, which results in a higher lateral fl
velocity of monomers~see Fig. 9!. Indeed, the radial flow
velocity calculated for only those monomers that are loca
higher than the main population of large clusters~straight
line on Fig. 9! coincides with the flow velocities of othe
particles.

B. Velocity distribution

The simulation methods used~MD and DSMC! allow
for the analysis of the empirical distributions of physic
characteristics of the particles. The distribution of monom
velocity is of the most interest because it can be compare
the velocity distribution in the desorption regime, which w
found to comply with the elliptical Boltzmann distribution10

@Eq. ~2!#. Moreover, monomers participate in all kinds of th
interactions considered. We visualize the velocity distrib
tion with the aid of the variance of each velocity compone
~axial, radial, and tangential! measured in temperature unit
The distributions are shown for the following two regions:~i!
region close to the plume axis@axial profile, Fig. 11~a!# and
~ii ! region close to the bottom of the plume@radial profile,
Fig. 11~b!#. Each region consists of a layer of cells second
the axis origin in the corresponding direction. Both profil
indicate that at large times the velocity distribution cannot

pre-
the
ated

FIG. 10. The calculated probability of a free flight throughout the plume
an evaporated monomer versus the location of the mother cluster.
curves are shown for the inward~triangles! and outward~circles! velocity
directions of the evaporated monomer at time 100 ns. For monomers ev
rated in the inward direction, only distance traveled to the axis is taken
account; the increase of the estimated mean free path due to the follo
plume expansion is disregarded. The axial locations of the mother clu
are at heights 20–60mm.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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FIG. 11. Profiles of the statistical variances of monomer velocity components, calculated at regions~a! close to the plume axis and~b! near the irradiated
surface. The 90% confidence error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols.
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characterized by a simple model like, e.g., the elliptical d
tribution with spatially independent temperatures.

Since the expansion in the axial direction is self-simi
from the ever beginning of the DSMC simulation, no therm
nonequilibrium is seen in the lower part of the plume up t
time of 100 ns@see Fig. 11~a!#. In Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, we
plot the velocity variances only for cells in which the mon
mer density is larger than one percent of the maxim
monomer density. Since in the course of self-similar exp
sion the upper part of the plume expands faster, this lo
density region of strong thermal nonequilibrium, which co
responds to the initial nonequilibrium at the MD stage~see
Fig. 1! is not shown on the axial profiles for times 100 a
300 ns. The process of mixing of particles originated at
bottom of the plume~low axial flow velocity but relatively
high statistical variance, about 300 K in temperature un!
and particles originated at the middle of the plume~large
Downloaded 12 Aug 2002 to 128.118.169.107. Redistribution subject to 
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flow velocity but small variance! leads to increase of the
measured scatter, mainly in the axial direction,@see Fig.
11~a!#. Therefore, for large times~e.g., 300 ns! the ‘‘perpen-
dicular temperature’’~the axial velocity component variance!
on the axial profile exceeds the ‘‘parallel temperature’’~the
radial or tangential velocity component variance!, while at
earlier time the perpendicular temperature is below the p
allel temperature. This observation is in agreement w
Kelly’s comment on a temperature split,6 which had been
predicted by various researchers such that the perpendic
temperature was both higher and lower than the parallel t
perature. The physical reason of this tendency is that no
mal, i.e., Boltzmann distribution, exists for either veloci
component at these times.

In the lateral profiles,@see Fig. 11~b!#, the nonequilib-
rium starts to develop due to the unsteady expansion lea
to the formation of a self-similar flow in the lateral directio
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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~see Fig. 6!. An interesting behavior of the radial profiles
noteworthy. Most existing theories deal with the expans
of the plume in the axial direction, in such a case the splitt
of the overall velocity variance into the two components
axial and lateral — is justified. As we see on the axial p
files, this is indeed the case: radial and tangential varian
are statistically equal, so we can speak about single par
‘‘temperature.’’ In the case of the expansion in the late
direction, the splitting of the overall variance into axial a
lateral is no longer justified. The flow direction~radial!
should be singled out to give splitting into radial and non
dial ~axial and tangential! components, as we see in Fi
11~b! at 100 ns and later. Moreover, at 300 ns, the axial a
lateral profiles are symmetric in the sense that in the a
profile the flow-related axial temperature is higher than
lateral counterpart, and in the radial profile the flow-rela
radial temperature is higher than its nonradial counterp
The physical reason for this is that the mixing processe
the flow directions lead to growth of the statistical scat
when the collision rate becomes low. The resultant veloc
distribution, measured experimentally@for example, by time-
of-flight ~TOF! experiments#, depends on the interplay be
tween the mentioned processes and may vary with the
perimental conditions.

C. Internal energy distribution

Figure 12 visualizes the time evolution of the intern
energy of large clusters. In our model, clusters can c
down by evaporation of monomers. For clusters larger t
50 molecules in size, the internal temperature decrease d
one evaporation event can be approximated by47

DTN}
D~N!

N
, ~15!

while the evaporation rate@Eqs.~9! and ~10!# is

gN}N2/3 expF2
D~N!

kBT~N!G . ~16!

It follows from Eqs.~15! and ~16! that smaller clusters with
relatively high temperature will cool faster than the larg

FIG. 12. The internal energy of large~more than 100 molecules in size!
clusters at~a! 100 ns and~b! 500 ns. Also shown is the dependence p
dicted by Eq.~23! for time 500 ns~solid line!.
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clusters with lower temperature. However, the dependenc
the internal temperature on the cluster size does not bec
steeper with time. Rather, the temperature dependence t
to keep its pattern during the further slow cooling.

To explain such conservation of the slope of the dep
dences shown in Fig. 12 let us consider the balance-t
equation

]p~N!

]t
5p~N11!gN112p~N!gN1cN , ~17!

where p(N) is the probability function of the cluster size
andcN is the rate of cluster growth due to the sticking co
lisions. In this equation we assume that the evaporation
is given by Eq.~16! and disregard the statistical fluctuation
of the internal temperature for a given cluster size. For tim
exceeding 100 ns the collision rate becomes low and
latter term in Eq.~17! can be neglected. Also, the cluster si
distribution does not evolve in time~the empirical distribu-
tion functions of cluster size are statistically equal for tim
larger than 100 ns!. Therefore, for large time we have th
following approximate balance equation:

p~N11!gN115p~N!gN . ~18!

Taking the two-term Taylor expansion and simplifyin
for largeN, we derive from Eq.~18! the following differen-
tial equation:

2

dFD~N!

T~N! G
dN

5kB log@b~N!#, ~19!

where

b~N!5
p~N!N2/3

p~N11!~N11!2/3
. ~20!

The solution of Eq.~19! is then given by

T~N!5
D~N!

kB$C2*Nmin

N log@b~N!#dN%
. ~21!

Figure 12~b! shows the internal temperature of larg
clusters at time 500 ns along with the predicted curve@Eq.
~21!#. The value of parameter C, estimated by the curve
ting ~Ĉ517!, is large relative to the value of the integral~the
maximum value of the integral in the size range conside
is 2.55!, therefore, the dependence of the internal tempe
ture on the cluster size is mainly defined by the size dep
dence of the unimolecular dissociation energy@Eq. ~11!#.

D. Angular distributions

Angular distributions of the ejected molecules and clu
ters are important integral characteristics of the plume. F
ures 13~a! and 13~b! illustrate the evolution of angular dis
tribution of monomers and angular kinetic ener
distribution of the entire plume. These distributions are bu
under the assumption that the characteristic dimension in
experiment in which the distributions could be measu
~e.g., in TOF experiments!, is large as compared to the plum
size.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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The forward peaking of the monomer angular distrib
tion is noticeable, while the angular distribution of the k
netic energy exhibits unfocusing to some extent. Ke
proposed28 that the monomer angular distribution could
described by cosp distribution with p related to the Mach
numberM in the axial flow

p'~11M !2. ~22!

Equation~22! is based on the assumption that the Boltzma
distribution with a constant axial flow velocity is establishe
at least for the major part of the plume. As it was shown
the previous subsections, this is not the case in the sim
tions. Moreover, the angular distributions plotted on Fig.
cannot be satisfactorily fitted to a single cosine distributi
Rather, the actual angular distribution can be fitted to a m
ture of two cosine distributions. Such fitting was recen
implemented in the analysis of experimental data by El
and Levy.51

One possible scenario of the further forward peaking
monomer angular distribution and backward peaking of
angular kinetic energy distribution is the transfer of rad
kinetic energy from monomers and light clusters to lar
clusters. Since the axial flow had developed on the ea
stage described by the MD breathing spheres model,
sticking collisions between monomers and large clusters
not change the axial velocity of clusters on average. T

FIG. 13. Time evolution of~a! the angular distribution of monomers and~b!
the angular distribution of the kinetic energy in the plume. The late
defined as a relative kinetic energy of particles arriving to a distant dete
within an angle interval@f;f1df#.
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will, however, increase the radial velocity of clusters~see
also Sec. III A!, resulting in widening of the angular distri
bution of kinetic energy. The probability of a collision be
tween a monomer and a large cluster is proportional to
relative velocity. Therefore, the monomers with a high rad
velocity component are more likely to transfer their kine
energy to large clusters, leading to the decrease of the a
age radial velocity of monomers and causing forward pe
ing of the monomer angular distribution. The evolution
both angular distributions ends by 60 ns, when the rate
collisions becomes low.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a simulation study of expansion o
plume into a vacuum in the course of laser ablation of m
lecular solid. Our two-stage computational model consists
the molecular dynamics breathing sphere model of the in
plume formation followed by the direct simulation Mon
Carlo model of the following plume expansion. The proc
dure requires statistical characterization of the results of
MD model to be implemented by the DSMC model. Analy
cal descriptions are proposed and verified for the statist
distributions of translational and internal energy of mon
mers and clusters and for the distribution of the cluster siz
Although many plume features pertinent to the ablation
gime, such as massive ejection of clusters and rapid for
tion of a self-similar flow in the axial direction, have bee
revealed by the results of the breathing sphere model,
large-scale simulation study presented here provides new
sults.

The presence of clusters, directly ejected in laser ab
tion, drastically changes the evolution of the plume as co
pared to laser desorption. Besides the direct contribution
the overall plume mass and energy, clusters affect the t
evolution of monomers. The appearance of a high-veloc
tail in the distribution of a radial velocity component, th
forward peaking of the angular distribution, the specific de
sity and velocity patterns are examples of the cluster-indu
characteristics of monomers. On the other hand, monom
accelerate clusters in the radial direction causing widening
the angular distribution of the plume kinetic energy. The
sults pertinent to the considered particular initial conditio
are outlined below.

While the plume expansion becomes self-similar in t
axial direction at the initial formation stage, i.e., about 1
after laser energy deposition, the self-similarity in the late
direction develops significantly later, from about 40 ns f
monomer expansion to 500 ns for large-cluster expans
This time delay in the formation of the self-similar flow
the main reason for the sharpening effect, observed exp
mentally.

The velocity distribution of monomers at time 300 n
and larger cannot be fitted to Boltzmann distribution of a
kind; rather, it is characterized by a spatially and directi
dependent statistical scatter about the flow velocity. It
found that in the plume region close to the axis, the two
of three components~radial and tangential! of the overall
velocity variance are statistically equal, which is consist

s
or
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with the well-known concepts of ‘‘perpendicular temper
ture’’ and ‘‘parallel temperature.’’ However, in the regio
close to the ablated surface but far enough from the axis,
flow-related component~radial! significantly differs from the
other two statistically equal components~axial and tangen-
tial!. Therefore, the proper split of the ‘‘temperature’’ ma
involve the variance of the velocity component in the flo
direction and the variance of either of the other two com
nents perpendicular to the flow.

The shape of the dependence of the internal tempera
on the cluster size is established by 100 ns and does
change at a later time, when the collision rate becomes
It was shown that this dependence is mainly defined by
size dependence of the unimolecular dissociation energy
cluster.

The pronounced effect of the spatial segregation of c
ters in both axial and lateral directions may have dir
implementation in the pulsed laser deposition, in which cl
ters and other surface debris negatively influence the qu
of the deposited films.

Some of the quantitative predictions of these first sim
lations require further verification. More accurate assessm
of cluster reactions and their cross sections is an examp
what should be addressed in the future work. Finally,
developed methodology of combining MD and DSMC c
be implemented in the simulation of nucleation and grow
processes. The proposed hybrid MD-DSMC model can
implemented for modeling of condensation processes.
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